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Compassionate Discipline:
Parenting that Doesn’t Divide

Presented by: Tammy Schamuhn, R. Psych., R. Play Therapist
Co-Founder of the Institute of Child Psychology
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o Registered Psychologist

o Registered Play Therapist

o Former Elementary Teacher (B.Ed)

o Owner/Executive Director: Family Counselling Centres

o Co-Founder: Institute of Child Psychology

o Founder: Child-Centered Animal Assisted Therapy Association

o Specialties: AAT, Childhood Anxiety, and Trauma
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Why are you here????
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“Many people think that discipline is the essence of 

parenting. But that isn’t parenting. Parenting is not 

telling your child what to do when he or she 

misbehaves. Parenting is providing the conditions 

in which a child can realize his or her full human 

potential.”

-Dr. Gordon Neufeld
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WHAT FACEBOOK, BEHAVIOURISTS, AND POP CULTURE 
HAVE TAUGHT US ABOUT DISCIPLINE & PARENTING. . . 

12
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Have you heard any of these . . . 

� “Your child is just manipulating you”
� “Just ignore them; they’re looking for attention”
� ”You need to teach your baby to self-sooth as soon as possible”
� ”Time-outs force children to think about what they did wrong”
� ”You need to show them who’s boss or they’ll walk all over you!”
� ”If you give a child attention when they’re having a meltdown, you’re reinforcing 

the behavior”

MESSAGE :
CHILDREN ARE INHERENTLY BAD, DECEPTIVE, AND 
MANIPULATIVE AND WE  AND NEED TO STRAIGHTEN THEM OUT!!!!
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Spanking

� Parents become a source of love and fear which are opposing ends of the 
spectrum, and create a conflicted attachment
� Brain doesn’t know what to do with this: ”my parent is supposed to be a safe 

place and a source of comfort but now they’re also a source of pain and 
fear”

� Social rejection

� LESSON: When we’re angry it’s ok to be physical with other people

14

� 50 year study published: Journal of Family Psychology
� looked at over 160,000 children over a 50-year period.

� Avoidance of pain = great lengths to hide what they’ve done to 
avoid physical pain:  lying and hiding

� Spanking is related to:
� Aggression, depression, and anxiety
� Criminal Behaviour and delinquency 

� Stress hormones released
�Inhibits neural growth in brain

15
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Time-Outs

� Developed by a psychiatrist in 1997 to protect** 
children

� Often used out of anger 

� Isolation = rejection

� Your child has a profound need for 
connection and you are using one of their 
biggest fears against them to get them to 
comply

� Frequently leave children frustrated and more 
dysregulated= less able to control themselves or 
think about what they’ve done

16

Time-Outs

� Lack of prefrontal cortex= no reflection

� Deprive them of the chance to practice being active, empathic, 
decision-makers who are empowered to figure things out

� Typically not logically linked to a behaviour, Which is the key to 
effective learning: not a natural consequence
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Grounding/Taking Things Away

� Typically* not connected to the crime (if it’s related= logical 
consequence)

� Have to keep upping the ante
� Fosters resentment and often adds fuel to the fire if you have a 

frustrated child
� Doesn’t give them an opportunity to make a different choice and 

make it right= does not promote problem solving L
� Kids become defended: “Pssshhh I don’t care!”

18

https://www.kidsinthehouse.com/elementary/behavior-and-discipline/time-outs/do-time-outs-really-work
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Shame

� “You are bad” vs. ”You made a bad choice
�i.e., “You’re being a bad girl today”. . . “What’s wrong with you?!”. . 

. “If you wore the dress I told you to the other girls would sit with you 
at school”. . .”why can’t you be like you’re brother”. . .”don’t eat so 
much of that (insert junk food) or you will get fat”

� Makes a child feel unlovable = life threatening
� Guilt vs. Shame

�Increase chance of going to college & graduating high school, and 
decreased chance of violence and illicit drug use

19

Yelling

� Yelling feels like the only option left in the discipline arsenal

� Yelling isn’t a constructive discipline technique, it’s a reaction
� Physiological reaction in both the parents and the kids

� Release of cortisol (the stress hormone), and too much of it 
causes us to go into fight, flight, freeze, collapse: brain can not 
“think” or “learn”
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� 2003 in the Journal of Marriage and Family
� 25 or more yelling incidents in 12 months

� Lower self-esteem
� Higher rates of depression  
� Increased aggression
� Scares children and makes them insecure (remember this for our 

attachment segment!)

21
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What do time-outs, 
spanking, shame, 
and grounding have 
in common????

We use what children fear 

the most against them: 

separation from the people 

and things that mean the 

most to them (Gordon 

Neufeld). . . and we do it 

because it works

Punishment has now become 

synonymous with discipline

22
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What Would Happen If We Started to see 
our Children in a New Way ???? 

How we perceive our children determines how we relate to them and scripts our responses, 
especially under times of stress!

“Children do not enter this world with bad intentions.  They did not come to wear us out, test 
our patience, or push us over the edge.  They come to use with a need for love, connection, 
and belonging.  Yet we’ve been taught to make them earn those things only through 
abiding by our rules and obeying our commands. We don’t give these things freely. What if 
we did? What if we satisfied the needs of their human hearts and never threatened to jerk 
anyway? Can we start to see our children’s motives as pure and not conniving? Can we view 
our kids as blessings, here to love and learn? We can if we choose to perceive them that 
way. 

-Rebecca Eanes

24
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“Every time or children misbehave, they give us an opportunity to understand them 
better, to connect, and to get a better sense of what they need help learning”

-Daniel Sigeal

Disciple comes from a Latin word meaning 
"learner" and discipline comes from one 

meaning "instruction, knowledge."

25

Parenting Psychology 101
Understanding Your Child’s Brain, The Attachment 
System, and Parenting Styles 

“We can’t get to the how, until we understand the why”
-Tammy Schamuhn

26

Neurobiology of Emotion & 
Parenting

27
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The Brain and Parenting

� THE BRAIN IS CHANGEABLE
�Neuroplasticity: the way the brain changes physically based on 

experiences

� Repeated experiences change the physical architecture of the brain
� We must be intentional about the experiences we give our kids

28
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THE BRAIN AND PARENTING

� “Neurons that fire together wired together” 
� Neurons fire simultaneously in response to experience, neurons become 

connected to each other, forming a network

� When an experience is repeated over and over, it deepens and strengthens 
the connections among those neurons: they fire together, they wire together

� Pavolov

� Example: “Hold you” or negative experiences in school

30
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Upstairs Vs. 
Downstairs 

Brain
VERY LIMITED ACCESS UNTIL 4-5 
YEARS OF AGE!!! EVEN THEN, 
HIGHLY SENSITIVE CHILDREN 
OFTEN HAVE LIMITED ACCESS 
UNTIL 7-9 YEARS OF AGE.

IN THE MEANTIME, WE HELP 
BUILD THE STAIRCASE AND 
MAKE IT STRONGER SO KIDS 
HAVE ACCESS TO THE UPSTAIRS 
AS IT DEVELOPS
Siegal and Bryson 2014

31

Understand the brain and 
understand your child (and yourself)

� DOWNSTAIRS BRAIN

� BASIC BODILY FUNCTIONS,

� EMOTIONAL REACTIVITY

� ATTACHMENT

� FIGHT-FLIGHT-FREEZE

� UPSTAIRS BRAIN

� DECISION MAKING

� PLANNING

� SELF-UNDERSTANDING

� EMOTIONAL CONTROL

� EMPATHY

� MORALITY

� EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING

32

Flipping our Lids

33
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� We need the upstairs and the downstairs brain to work together. The
• help build the staircase so the upstairs brain can monitor  and 

communicate to the downstairs brain

� Engage the upstairs not downstairs brain: becomes engaged 
repeatedly and it begins to grow stronger or prime for use

� Stop activating the downstairs brain:
• threats or physical punishment

• fight, flight, freeze, or collapse

� Communicate “no threat” to the downstairs brain 

34

THREAT ??
• Anxious kiddo: 

overprotective brain! Quick 
to hit the alarm-- Better safe 
than sorry! 
(doesn’t care if it’s a real 
fire or burnt toast)  

P
R
O
T
E
C
T

FIGHT FREEZE FLIGHT

35
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Laurence van Hanswijck de Jonge, MSc, PhD
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“When a child is in an upset state of mind and we invite 
the upstairs brain to become active, we create a linkage 
between that this regulated state and activation of the 
part of the brain that calms:  the more we appeal to our 
child’s integrated nature the more they will use their 
upstairs brain and the stronger it will become—essentially 
it more accessible pathway” 

-Daniel Siegal

40

LEFT

Analysis
Logical
Precise

Repetitive
Organized

Details
Scientific

Detached
Literal

Sequential

RIGHT

Synthesis
Imaginative

General
Intuitive

Conceptual
Big Picture
Heuristic

Empathic
Figurative
Irregular
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Mirror Neurons

� Mirror neurons fire when we perform an action and 
when we observe that same action performed by 
others

� Before 12 months of age

� Baby’s brain craves connections through arousal of 
these neurons

� Helps organize unfamiliar stimuli into meaningful 
predictable patterns

� We mirror with our words and our body/face

Adapted from Jennifer Kolari’s work

43

Mirror Neurons

� The more accurately you communicate with 
your child, the more likely the synapses that 
promote emotion, thought, physical movement, 
and empathy develop

�Pleasant experiences = brain specializes for 
positive emotion vs. a brain built to deal with 
negative emotions

� Positive, attuned interactions with parents= 
learning, pruning, and specializing neurological 
connections in brain

44

�Mirror neurons play an important role in our ability to attune to our kids. 

�The brain picks up and registers the emotional signals on our face 
faster than it can process what we’re saying, so if our kids read 
emotions in our facial expressions that put them on alert it can lead 
them to respond to those facial expressions (and the emotions 
they’re conveying) rather than the content of our words.

� If we are calm, however, we can help our kids regulate their own 
emotions, and we can ensure that we’re parenting from our values 
rather than simply reacting to a stressful situation. 

SO WHAT CAN GO WRONG ?

45
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i.e., 4 month old being lifted out of the bath tub screaming vs. a 2 year 
old

4 MONTH OLD: Wrap in a towel and say “Oh my goodness, you're so 
cold” and then wrap them in a towel  “ let’s warm you up”

2 YEAR OLD: “Oh honey stop crying. There’s nothing to cry about, 
you’ll be fine. Here’s your towel”

MESSAGE: THERE IS NO REASON TO CRY. Even though for the first 2 
years of life this sort of reaction (crying when cold) would elicit a 
different reaction from a parent= child begins to doubt herself and 
her parent

STOPPING MIRRORING= anxiety

46

ATTUNEMENT

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2017/11/29/mothers-babies-
brainwaves-snychronise-gaze-scientists-find/

47

Parenting: 
Oxytocin 

48
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� Oxytocin is a hormone that’s produced in the hypothalamus and released into the 
bloodstream by the pituitary gland

� It is responsible for:

� Facilitating childbirth

� Recognition

� Trust

� Parent-child bonding

� Romantic attachment & arousal

� A surge of oxytocin makes us feel more trusting and generous toward our social partners. (Baumgartner et 
al 2008; Zak et al 2007).

� It can also help us relax together and tend to one another's needs.

� Oxytocin counteracts the effects of stress, reducing blood pressure, anxiety, and fear (Patin et al 2018; 
Uvnäs Moberg and Prime 2013).

49
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Parenting Roadblocks

Road Block 1: 
LACK OF PLAY

51
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� Play allows children to use their creativity while developing their imagination, 
dexterity, and physical, cognitive, and emotional strength

� Play is important to healthy brain development

� Undirected play allows children to learn how to work in groups, to share, to 
negotiate, to resolve conflicts, work through fears, build confidence, and to 
learn self-advocacy skills

� Play allows children to create and explore a world they can master while 
practicing adult roles

� It has been shown to help children adjust to the school setting and even to 
enhance children’s learning readiness, learning behaviors, and problem-solving 
skills

� Mastery over scary experiences

53

PLAY helps your 
child’s brain FIRE and GROW

� Increases functioning in pre-frontal cortex: regulates emotions, helps children plan ahead, 
problem solving

� Play activates the ENTIRE 
neocortex (logical/new brain)

� Improves memory

� Increases attention span & 
language development 

54
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What does Play Have to do with Parenting????

� You have a more regulated, and healthy child to begin with- makes our 
job as parents easier!

� Children can work through their emotions

� Develops the upstairs brain so the downstairs brain is less likely to be high 
jacked

� Promotes attachment when done together

55

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/756155194/2b0d5c9cbf
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Attachment 
“The propensity to make strong emotional bonds to 
particular individuals is a basic component of 
human nature”

- John Bowlby

57
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What is 
Attachment???

� Secure & safe relationship between a child 
and caregiver = stability and security to 
explore their world

� Attachment is our preeminent* need= the 
need for proximity, connection, and 
closeness with those we love: one of the 
most fundamental human needs for 
survival

58

• Designed to ensure survival = our best insurance policy is to stay 
close

• Observed across species

• Constant system that monitors ‘real’ or ‘perceived’ threat

• Repeated experiences in relationships become the structure of 
our internal working models:

Our View of Others: can others respond effectively to calls for 
support and protection?

View of Ourselves:  Am I worthy of care of support? Am I 
loveable?

59

That caregiver provides support that indicates that they are “with them” 
(provides comfort during ALL emotional experiences) & the  importance 
of allowing our children to explore the world (succeed and fail) then 
come back to us to support them in this venture

Coined by John Bowlby and later backed by classic studies by Mary Ainsworth: 

Strange Situation

-Secure Attachment
-Anxious/Insecure-Avoidant Attachment 
-Anxious/Insecure-Ambivalent Attachment
-Disorganized Attachment (coined after published studies)

* Note: also determined by the child’s temperament 
(i.e., slow to warm, difficult vs. easy temperament)

60
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DISORGANIZEDAVOIDANT

AMBIVILANTSECURE

62

Secure Attachment

The more bonded a child is to the parent and receives responses that reflect his 
underlying feelings the more they can:

� Trust themselves and their  intuition
� Believe they can manage the world

� Withstand separation: you’ll be there when they come back, whatever 
happens, that bond is unbreakable and they can count on you for support 
and understanding 

DON’T WE ALL WANT THIS FOR OUR CHILDREN??

63
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Secure Attachment

“I know what to 
expect from my 

parent, and I 
know they’ll 

always be there. 
I feel safe to 

explore the world 
and trust others”

64

Ambivalent Attachment

“I don’t know if 
I’m going to get 

what I need from 
my parent or if 

the world is safe, 
so I’m just going 
to stay right here 

just in case ”

65

Avoidant Attachment

“I know how this 
is going to end 

and I can’t 
tolerate the 

anxiety of the 
connection. I’ll 
go at it alone”

66
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Disorganized Attachment

“Attachment is 
painful. I need 

you but our 
relationship is 

confusing, (and 
sometimes 

frightening), so I 
have no one to 

turn to and have 
no idea what to 

do”

67
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Parenting Styles

AUTHORITARIAN PERMISSIVEAUTHORITATIVE UNIVOLVED/NEGLECTFUL

69
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www.parentingforbrain.com
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I’m going to add one more:

HELICOPTER PARENTING
� Security Guard
� Helping too much with homework
� Germaphobia
� Watchdogging
� Inability to let go
� Spoiling (never letting them feel futility)
� Lobbying (being their voice vs letting them learn from mistakes)
� Indiscriminate praise and over-praising
� Overscheduling

77

EFFECTS:

• Lower academic performance 
[extrinsic motivation to learn, 
perfectionistic discrepancy, and 
avoidance goals for learning] 

• Anxiety

• Distrustful of others

• Poor social skills

• Inability to problem solve/develop 
critical thinking skills

• Low self-esteem

78
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SECURE 
ATTACHMENT

The more bonded a child is to the parent and 
receives responses that reflect his underlying 
feelings the more they can:

� Trust themselves and their  intuition

� Believe they can manage the world

� Withstand separation: you’ll be there when 
they come back, whatever happens, that 
bond is unbreakable and they can count on 
you for support and understanding 

DON’T WE ALL WANT THIS FOR OUR 
CHILDREN??
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CHILDREN ARE BORN 
DIFFICULT 

They're meant to resist 
those they are not 

attached to (protective 
against outside 

influences)

THIS IS ALSO A 
NATURAL 

PHENOMENON 
WHEN A CHILD IS 
INDIVIDUATING 

(i.e., Terrible 2’s and 
teens)

82
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ATTACHMENT

1. Senses: Contact and physical closeness

2. Sameness: To mimic, look like, walk like

3. Belonging and Loyalty: on the same side, 
serve and obey, possessiveness 

4. Significance: to matter to those they love 
and care about

5. Love: gives heart away, deep emotional 
attachment

6. Being Known: No secrets, being accepted 
unconditionally, sharing everything

Based on the Attachment Model of Gordon Neufeld

85

What do our children need most from 
us to foster a healthy attachment???

ü Meet them where they are at in terms of their attachment level

ü Lots of affection: you cannot spoil a child with love!

ü Comfort when distressed: do not ignore a cry for help

ü Be present and mindful in your interactions (put your phone away)

ü Provide a balance of support and freedom

ü They need to know you are in control; you’ve “got them” (fake it till you 

make it)

86

What do our children need most from 
us to foster a healthy attachment???
ü Be attuned to your child

ü Be dependable and teach them that nothing can separate them from their 

parents love

ü Talk to your child, not just “at them”

ü Collect: get the eyes, a smile, and a nod

ü Matchmaking: Use existing attachments to create new ones

87
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“Children are more than their ability to sleep 
through the night,  more than their willingness 
to instantly obey,  more than a grade,  more 
than a mood,  more than the behavior they 
display at any given moment, and more than 
what we see on the surface. Children are 
messy and beautiful, wild and 
compassionate, and worth getting to know, 
not just getting to mind.”

- Rebecca Eanes

89

Parenting Roadblocks

Road Block 2: 
TECHNOLOGY

90
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Understanding How Technology is 
Influencing Your Child

91

92

How Does Technology Impact Children?

o Grossly limits challenges to their creativity and imaginations 

o Limiting necessary challenges to their bodies to achieve optimal sensory 
and motor development

o Sedentary bodies bombarded with chaotic sensory stimulation = delays in 
developmental milestones

93
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o Hard-wired for high speed, struggling with self regulation and 
attention skills necessary for learning

o Significant behavior management problems for teachers 
Visual and auditory sensory systems are in “overload”

o Diagnoses of ADHD, autism, coordination disorder, 
developmental delays, unintelligible speech, learning 
difficulties, sensory processing disorder, anxiety, depression, 
and sleep disorders are associated with technology overuse, 
and are increasing at an alarming rate

o Touch activates the parasympathetic system (the “brakes”) 
lowering cortisol, adrenalin, and anxiety= technology 
activates the sympathetic nervous system (“gas peddle”)

95

We 
Recommend

o Watch with your children

o Passwords on technology set by parents
o Put away technology at meal times and after 6-

7pm (minimally* 1-2 hours before bed)
o Age Guidelines 

Canadian Paediatric Society**

o **Children under 2 years of age: no screen 
time

o **Children  2-5 years of age: less than 1 hour

o Children 6 years-11 years: no more than 2 
hours (home time)

o Teens: no more than 3 hours (home time)

o Quality* of use NEEDS to be taken into 
consideration with older children

o Prioritizing educational content or apps, avoiding 
mainstream or commercial programs and using a 
media classification rating (e.g., the Canadian 
Home Video Rating System) to guide viewing 
choices.

96
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What does Technology Have to do with 
Parenting????

�You have a more regulated and healthy child to begin with-
makes our job as parents easier!

�Children are more likely to attach to you vs things or peers

97

DIG DEEP

98

Our Model

I. DECODE I.T.
I. Interpret behaviour & Inform  Yourself (attachm ent, the brain)
II. Translate

II. EMPATHIZE
I. Right brain connection

II. M irror neurons

III. ECLIPSE 
I. Have you been blinded by sham e or your past experiences
II. Take care of yourself

III. Change your personal or parenting narrative

IV. PROBLEM SOLVE or PROVIDE LIMITS

99
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DECODE I.T

SEE YOUR CHILD’S WORLD THROUGH THEIR EYES

100

DECODING

FINDING THE UNDERLYING 
MEANING OF YOUR CHILD’S 
BEHAVIOUR CAN BE :

• Frustrating
• Confusing
• Feel Inadequate

• Helpless
• Angry

101
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5 Most Common Causes of Behaviour Issues

1. The most common reason: Immature brain 

2. Their attachment dance is not where it needs to be = Connection Seeking
[our hands need to be on the bottom of the circle] 

3. Children's strong (normal) emotional impulses need release = Overwhelmed
[i.e., tired, sick, too many transitions, new activities/ppl]

4. Child is need of exploration or autonomy/independence 
[our hands need to be on the top of the circle]

5. Child’s defenses are up (alpha, oppositional, defended, numbed/zoned out)
*** less com m on than other 4

103

Play  ♥ Choices  ♥ Exploration  ♥ Problem Solving  ♥ Notice or Celebrate Achievements

Validating Feelings  ♥ Setting Limits  ♥ Helping Child when Struggling  ♥ Getting in Close 

W
H
A
T

I
S

T
H
E

N
E
E
D

W
H
A
T

I
S

T
H
E

N
E
E
D
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Children Have a Emotional Disposal System . . .   
Don’t Prevent them from Accessing It

The child’s emotional life is like a digestive system . .  the system extracts 

nutrients from food and not a thought goes into it. They are nourished, 

although, not everything they eat can be digested. The body takes what it 

needs and has a disposal system for the rest. The elimination process is 

frequent and inconvenient for several years and it’s not the most pleasant 

stuff to deal with…. but the body was designed to do it.  Children have ways 

to eliminate the parts of their life that are difficult to digest. They do this 

through tantrums, crying, laughing hard, and playing …  the tantrums and 

crying are not always pretty but they are necessary to move through life 

entered sure that the emotional mind and body are functioning properly 

(adapted from Patty Wipfler: LISTEN)

105
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“Distress Signals”

� Like submarine signal children will send signals out to us if they are 
disoriented--- way to get their bearings 

� feeling overscheduled, experiencing anxiety, or going through major life 
changes.

� Try not to personalize it
� ASK YOURSELF:

�What is my child trying to tell me?
�What does my child need from me?

106

Attachment is the Universal Dance of Connection

� Attachment bonds all humans; especially those whom we turn to for comfort when we’re 
upset

� As you and your child interact, you influence one another

� Your own experiences with attachment impact how you see your child

� We react to our own assumptions
� Different perspectives gives us alternative ways to respond

� When the attachment dance is out of sorts, children get anxious, afraid, withdrawn, non-
compliant, and frustrated
� We need to crack the code

� Think about when your child was a baby and they cried and you didn’t know what was wrong?
� W hat did you do . . .

107

”I feel 
overwhelmed”

“I need 
space”

“I need to do 
things on my 
own so I can 

feel confident”

“I feel 
smothered”

”Keep me 
safe”

“Notice me”

“Comfort me”

“Love me”

“Reassure me”

108
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Anxiety:  Not being near

Anxiety :  Being 
different from you

Anxiety:  Not 
belonging

Anxiety: Feeling 
Unimportant

Anxiety:  Feeling 
Unloved

Anxiety:  Not 
accepted/understood

SENSES

SAMENESS

BELONGING AND 
LOYALTY

LOVE

BEING KNOWN

How Anxiety is Triggered at Each Stage of Attachment

SIGNIFICANCE

Ba se d  o n  th e  w o rk  o f D r. G o rd o n  N e u fe ld

109

Threats to the Attachment 
1. Attachment Insults

• Small and infrequent breach of caregiver to attend and respond to the 
needs of child

2. Attachment Injuries
• Active refusal for bids for closeness and contact
• Failure to protect or comfort in a threatening situation, abandonment, 

betrayal of trust

3. Attachment Trauma
• Parent frightens child
• Child is hurt by attachment figure (sexually, physically, emotional abuse)

Based of the work of the Connect Parent Group

110

Ruptures and Repairs

� Impact of attachment threats will depend on how 
parents repair “ruptures” or hurts in the relationship

� Proper repairs can negate or mediate the impact of the 
attachment threat, injury, or trauma

� How we respond is just as important as what we say
� How are those mirror neurons impacting our children

� Learn to step back and step into our child’s mind
� If we “see” conflict as an expression of an attachment 

need we have more choices in how we respond

111
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What happens if we face too much 
disconnection or we can’t handle the hurt

112

Defenses Against Compromised Attachment

1. ALPHA: [comes out in a variety of ways ]child in charge of keeping parent close/preserving 
relationship, bossy, tell parents what to do, must have last word, takes care of everyone 
else, bully (alpha who has lost feelings=bully) HERE

2. OPPOSITIONAL: adults are a source of wounding, kids will push away those who mean the 
most to them 

3. ATTACH ELSEWHERE: brain needs to attach to something so it will attach to a thing, friends, 
animals, routines

4. NUMB/ZONE OUT: When the brain begins to become dysregulated and unable 
to function, it will start with its first line of defense: numb out the threatening feelings (which 
in turn, can numb out the good too)

Based on the Attachment Model of Gordon Neufeld
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A little more about Alpha

• Attachment should be hierarchical

• Seeking and providing roles; ancient dance!!! 

• It’s about being the answer; not having the answer!

• SEEK: trust, look up to, express needs, follow, comply, 
obey, taken care of

• PROVIDE: care for, lead, hide ones own needs, guide, 
protect, defend, prescribe, look out for, inform/teach, 
be responsible for (thus feelings of guilt)

Based on the work of Gordon Neufeld
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https://www.kidsinthehouse.com/elementary/behavior-and-discipline/power-struggles/when-a-child-is-bossy
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A little more about Alpha

• Parents don’t act like they have the answer, give in, defer to, let their emotions 
and needs interfere with their parenting= dependent role and child takes the 
alpha role by default = attachment in reverse

• ALPHA COMPLEX

• Bossy, controlling/demanding, takes center stage all the time, take over, 
dominates conversation, competitive, difficulty asking for help, know-it-alls, 

• Rescuer/Helper Syndrome

• Appear stronger and we don’t see their neediness; attaching in wrong 
mode!!!!
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Some Reasons Why. . .
Our little humans simply being human beings

� They’re hungry

� They’re tired

� They need to go to the bathroom
� They’re worried

� They’re afraid

� They’re angry or frustrated

� They’re sad

� They’ve been influenced by something

� They’re mirroring you

� They’re curious

� They didn’t know it’s not allowed

� They don’t understand the logic behind the limit

� They’re over-controlled
� They’re confused about limits

� They’re agitated about something
� There’s inconsistency at home
� They’re over-stressed (i.e., academically)

� They don’t have the words
� They’re overstimulated

� They’re trying to get a connection
� They question your leadership

� They are unsure of what is expected of them
� They want to be seen

www.m other.ly/child/24-reasons-children-act-outand-how-to-respond
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Be Curious
� Is it the environment???

� Do you need to work on your relationship???

� Is your child needing your time and attention ???
� Are they feeling disconnected?

� Chase the why
� i.e., “What did you do this time?!” to “What happened here”

� i.e., (Your son makes inappropriate comments when the teacher is talking) “That’s not 
how you behave !” to “Can you tell me about why you did that?” (child 9+ years)

� i.e., “How could she do this?!” to “I wonder what she was aiming for here”
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Empathize

“When little people are overwhelmed by big 
emotions, it’s our job to share our calm, not to join 
their chaos”
-L. R Knost
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RIGHT BRAIN connection, taming the downstairs 
brain, and stepping into your child’s shoes!!!!

“How we respond  to our children during difficult moments is just as important as what we say”
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Empathy

� Not about feeling bad for someone 
� Helps us parents perceive and interpret attachment distress 

signals
� To experience another person’s feelings and perspective as 

if they were your own
� Step into their shoes: see the world through their eyes
� Putting aside our own feelings temporarily

� Allows us to really “see” our children and what they need 
from us

� Have to be able to ok with our own emotions (i.e., if you 
struggle/struggled with anger– especially as a child--- it 
might be difficult to sit & be with your child’s anger)
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Empathy is NOT . . .

X   Feeling bad for someone

X Assuming someone has the same thoughts or feelings 
as you 

X Being overwhelmed by someone’s emotions

X Automatically agreeing with or excusing someone’s 
behaviour simply because they’re emotional and you 
want to decrease the discomfort

X Fixing the situation or solving a problem
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Welcome Emotions
� Welcome feelings with our bodies

� Lean in; get close

� Soft tone (breathe!)

� Open body language

� Feelings are neither good nor bad-- they just are
� Conflict in relationships is normal: remind ourselves of that

� When we don’t acknowledge and validate feelings:  
“I’m not interested in your feelings, and you should not share 
them with me. You should just stuff those feelings right down”
� Over time, our children stop sharing with us
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• Connect and address feelings

• i.e., “You’re feeling upset? It’s hard to wait sometimes”
• i.e., “Sounds like today was a crappy day”

• The message should be: “you can feel whatever you feel, but 
you can’t always do whatever you want to do”

• i.e., “I totally get that you feel like you hate your brother right now. I 
used to feel that way about my sister when I was little, but yelling 
“I’m going to kill you” isn’t how we talk to each other. It’s okay to 
be mad, but let’s find another way to express it”
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Less is more

� TALKING TOO MUCH: Kids learn to tune you 
out
� Overwhelms kids

� Speaking to the wrong (left) hemisphere
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Listening to Your Children

� Staying WITH YOUR CHILD all the way through their melt down/dispute

� Stop trying to fix; not about offering solutions or giving advice

� Allow that “emotional dump” to come: mother nature knows what she’s 
doing

� Using a right brain connection to calm

� Helps the two of you connect so your child can “think”

� Active listening for kids 8 years+
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� This takes time

� Move-in close an offer eye contact
� Sometimes gentle touch can help (sometimes not;) . . . oxytocin

� Validate the emotion
� The more you say, the less you’re listening

� i.e., “I’m sorry it’s so hard,” “I’m right here for you,” “I can see you’re upset,” “your 
sister really made you mad”

� Gentle voice/tone

� Give yourself a time out if you become too upset
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Active Listening

� Children 8/9 years+ 

� Not about commenting on what they’re saying,  but using the child’s words to 
convey you hear them; it’s also not about fixing the problem

Paraphrase (”so you were minding your own business and got shoved hard in the 
hallway?!)

Summarize (“so he pushed you and you didn’t think you did anything?!”)

Clarify (“So you mean you weren’t doing anything and he just came along and 
pushed you?”)

� Match the urgency of your child’s needs/emotions in a controlled way (i.e., if they are 
angry convey a frustrated tone- not at them of course]– help light up those mirror 
neurons!!!

128
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X.    Don’t take your child’s anger personally
***Try telling your child, “However you feel, I will always love you

X.    Don’t urge your child, or anyone else, to cry

X.    Don’t discuss a child’s outburst with them afterwards; let it go

X.    Not the time for scolding/lecturing

X.   Don’t rush the process from being over (i.e., I’ll stay with you till you’re 
done crying)
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THINGS YOU CAN SAY 
WHILE YOUR CHILD MELTS 
DOWN

• “I don’t want to leave you all by yourself.” 
• “I just want to be with you right now, nothing else.” 
• “I know you wanted that cookie.” 
• “Yes, Daddy went out the door; he loves you and he will be back.” 
• “I know this is hard.” 
• “I wish I could let you stay outside longer.” 
• “Let me be with you for awhile here.” 
• “I came as soon as I heard you call for me.” 
• “I’m watching over you every minute.” 
• (With arms held wide open) “I have room for you here in my lap.”
• “I know she took your dolly. You can talk with her in a little while.” 
• “Your brother doesn’t mean to hurt you. I’m sorry I didn’t get here sooner to help.” 
• “Daddy will come back. He always comes back.” 
• “It will stop hurting.” 
• “Your body knows how to heal.”

Source: Hand in Hand Parenting
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• “I think you can still have a good day.” 

• “You really wanted the teacup she took.”

• “Let’s look at your knee and see what happened.” 

• “I’m right here, I won’t go away.” 

• “I’m watching over you every minute.” 

• “I’m right here to help you.” 

• “We’re going to figure this out.” 

• “You don’t know right now, but you will know. I am sure of it.” 

• “This isn’t going to last forever. I’ll make sure of that.”

• “I know it’s hard, but it won’t always be hard.” 

• “You made it.” 

• “What frightened you is never going to happen again.” 

• “You are good through and through. 

• “You are just right, the way you are.” 

• “You’re a strong and smart girl. I believe in you.” 

• “Nothing can budge me from your side. 

• I’m your Mom/Dad, and I am here to keep you safe.”

Source: Hand in Hand Parenting
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Eclipse 

How we can Become Blinded as Parents

133

Let’s Explore Your Shark Music
Low Road Responses to Our Children & How Our 
Attachment Baggage Impacts our Ability to Parent
Adapted from the Circle of Security Model, the work of Dr. Daniel Siegal & Dr. Tina Payne Bryson, and the Connect Parent Group

134
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What Happens When Our 
Own Stuff Gets in the Way
� Fear-based parenting: emotional issues passed on from our own 

experiences

� Children trigger our own issues: responding to something from our 
past vs. responding to the present moment (i.e., Shame triggers).

� Emotions make us uncomfortable !!!!

� Our history of how adults responded to our own emotions will affect 
how we respond to these same emotions in our children

� Recognition of this “shark music” is key: if you notice it, be careful 
about what you doing say- give yourself time before responding
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Taking the High Road 
(vs. the Low Road)

• Notice what it feels like in your body: increase in heart 
beat, pressure in your head, or a sense of urgency. 
Learn your own warning signs.

• Recognize what it feels like mentally: thoughts are 
racing or going in circles, inability to think clearly.

• Take time away to calm down: in the current state 
nothing will get accomplished.

• Focus on your breathing: simple slow breaths.

• Engage large muscle groups: helps to calm the nervous 
system and bring the prefrontal cortex back online.

• Lastly, notice why you are in this mode: usually 
something about the situation has made you feel 
vulnerable.
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Our Personal Narrative: Challenge the Story

� We have our own stories that are compiled 
from our experiences and the story lines others 
impose on us

� We can’t change the past

� BUT we can always add new experiences write 
a new ending

� Challenge these stories

� Changing our stories  = growth = anxiety 
(change is really, really uncomfortable)

� 1 step forward, 2 step back
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Taking Care of Ourselves

� We need other ADULTS to meet our needs
�Kiddos don’t see us as having “needs” ;)

� We sometimes need time AWAY from children to get grounded = 
guilt free!!!!

� We need to find our own happiness; it’s OK if this is separate from 
our children 

� Remember that our past experiences frame how we understand 
our current situation and our children: we need to make friends 
with our past so we don’t pass on our issues to our children
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Questions to Ask Yourself . . 

� WHAT BEHAVIOURS OR EMOTIONS DOES MY 
CHILD EXPRESS THAT ARE REALLY HARD FOR ME, 
AND WHY COULD THAT BE?

� WHAT EMOTIONS ARE HARD FOR ME TO HANDLE 
PERSONALLY?

� HOW WERE DIFFICULT EMOTIONS HANDLED IN 
MY FAMILY?

� WHAT KIND OF ATTACHMENT DID I HAVE WITH 
MY CAREGIVER(S) GROWING UP?

� IF I COULD GIVE MY CHILD SOMETHING THAT 
WAS NOT GIVEN TO ME AS A CHILD, WHAT 
WOULD THAT BE?

� WHERE DO I NEED SUPPORT IN MY PARENTING: 
WHERE ARE MY BLIND SPOTS /HOT SPOTS
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Parenting Roadblocks

Road Block 3: 
OVERWHELM

143

Battling the Overwhelm of our Children

• TOO MANY CHOICES AND TOO MUCH STUFF: simplify; nature, play, social interactions, 
movement

o PREDICTABILITY: Make things predictable, free time, ample sleep, dinner time together

o SCHEDULING: need to experience boredom, battle the message that every minute of our 
children’s lives need to be scheduled 

o DECREASE THE NOISE FROM THE OUTSIDE WORLD:  Hippocampus underdeveloped; media 
images; adult conversations; sensitivities

• EQUILIBRIUM: balance between inner and outter world
• Outter: play dates, travel, sporting events, child care, homework
• Inner: sense of self develops as they get older. Fostered by creativity, play, time 

with family, and time in nature. It also acts as a buffer from the outside world
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Problem Solving & 
Providing Limits 

145

Know What To 
Expect:
3 Stages

1.Early Childhood: Children 0-7 yrs +/-

2. Tweens: 8-12 yrs+/-

3. Teens: 13+ yrs

146

Stage 1: Early Childhood
0-7 years

� Early childhood
� Toddler years: trying to become independent= “I DO IT !!!”
� “benevolent dictators”

� Instructions vs. requests, but help the child follow through
� Reasons Why. . . cause and effect does not kick in until 12 

years old +/-
� Children of this age just don’t have the capacity to make 

great decisions for themselves
� Small choices are fine
� Avoid endless questions

� Don’t want “no” to be an option
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TRICKS OF THE TRADE

� COLLECTING & DIRECTING (Gordon Neufeld) 

� Eyes-smile- node: no more than 2 ft away

� Give your child a bit of time to allow the request to sink in
� Envision the outcome you want 

� Make sure the request is achievable and one thing at a time 
(break it down into steps if needed)

� Move in close after the instruction and keep your cool; back off 
when they get on task while still keeping an eye on them

� Don’t negotiate or ask the same thing multiple times; but stay 
calm

� Stick with it

� Suggestions and choices can be replaced with simple, 
clear, firms instructions
� If they are asked what they want to do, or if they want it, they 

get confused and upset

� Messages: “Are they asking me or telling me? Who’s the boss 
here? I am in charge of how things are done in this house” 
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� YOUR WORLD- MY WORLD- OUR WORLD
� Enter their world first 

(i.e., sit quietly next to them; share the moment; track what they are doing)

� Bridge to your world, mentioning what you need to do and what is about to change

� Connect to how you can do that thing together; visuals can be helpful

� ULTIMATUMS CAN UNDERMINE COMPLIANCE WITH LITTLE ONES
� Throw the door open to negotiation

� You think you’ve won, but you might have lost
[i.e., child not wanting to clean up her toys: lose toys (1): you cleaned up her toys for her (2) she 
knows in a matter of days she will likely get them back]

� SMALL CHOICES ONLY
� Always the path to the outcome you want

� “W e need to go hom e. You can walk or I can carry you--- you chose”

� “It’s tim e to get dressed. Do you want the blue shirt or the red shirt”

Source: Kim Payne
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Tweens
8-12 years

� Parents need to be more flexible
� Need to know that their requests are being heard
� Ponder requests, show the child that they are being 

considered, then come back with an answer
� Recognize that your child has started to think 

through the situation: they need consideration

� This is where compromise starts to come into play
� Need to have a strong sense that they are part of a 

team
� Help them see how their actions impact others
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Tricks of the Trade
� Garden in the morning looks very different then the 

garden in the evening depending if the sun is coming 
from the east or west; it’s important a parent is very 
flexible and can take on different perspectives 

� i.e., “tell me the way you see it?” “help me 
understand why?”

� Can make them feel less judged when they can 
explain their perspective 

� Think of these kiddos as plants in our garden. We had 
a lot control in the rooting process, but now they 
want –and need- some independence in terms of 
where they want to grow: they want to be seen as an 
individual

Source: Kim Payne
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� BOYS vs. GIRLS
� GIRLS: Validate their beauty and intelligence--- girls begin to become very sensitive in 

both these arenas. Be wary the comments you make. 
� BOYS: Keep it shorter and give more time to process

� 1-2-3 PLAN

1. “What’s Your Plan”
�Have them pick a time to talk about it

�Remind them to take others into account
�Teach them to speak respectfully, but help them understand this when 

they’ve calmed down 
(their ability to regulate this is in it’s infancy)

2.  “I’ll think about it”
3. “Here’s my decision” 

Source: Kim Payne
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� Tid-Bits for Tweens

� Choose one thing that is solvable

� Be aware body language and tone of voice— be as neutral as possible

� Talk when emotional turmoil has subsided 

� Stay in the now.. don’t bring up past stuff
� Explain how his or her actions impact you

� Avoid interrupting when focusing on a project

� Keep it concrete 
� i.e., “we need to figure out a time for you to clean your room” vs. “ let’s look at 

what’s been going on; I don’t think you’re seeing what your dad and I are trying 
to say, and we’re trying to. . . “

� Involve them in problem solving
� “think we can come up with a solution. . .”
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Teens
13+ years

� Child is ready to make decisions and choices for him or herself

� Trying hard to establish autonomy and who they are: scary process full of anxiety

� “Guide” the child to the right decision, not dictate to them

� Ask guiding questions, suggest ideas, and brainstorm

� Careful about offering our opinions because a child of this age does not want to be told 
what to do

� When a poor choice is made we can meet with the child and talk about it. 

� What can we do so that better decisions are made in the future? 

� We can notice these things and create these guidelines together
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Describe, Don’t Preach*

� Describe What You’re Seeing
� “uh oh, you’re throwing the cards. That makes it hard to play 

the game”

� “I still see dishes on the table”

� “See your sisters tears?  She seems pretty upset”

� “Did you see your brother’s face when you yelled? That was 
tough for him since he looks up to you so much”

� ” I know you felt ready for that test. I’m surprised you go a D-
were you surprised?”

Source: Daniel Siegal & Tina Payne Bryson
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ü Avoids defensiveness  & exercising the upstairs brain

ü Initiates a conversation

***Kids don’t need their parents to tell them not to make bad decisions;  
they need help  recognizing the bad decisions and what lead up to it so 
they can change
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Other Parenting Considerations

157

“Parenting without boundaries 
and limits is like allowing a child to 

run across a suspension bridge 
without handrails”

-Brene Brown 
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Limits Are Important

� Children NEED limits!!!

� Limits keep them safe, and point them toward 
respectful relationships, good fun, and learning

� Limiting your child’s out of control behaviour invites 
a release of the feelings that have riled him or her 
up

� WARNING SIGNS LIMITS ARE NEEDED SHORTLY

� Avoiding eye contact, refusing touch, need things 
only done their way, unfocussed, preoccupied, 
regressive behavior (thumb sucking and holding an 
attachment object)
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RESPOND . . . Apply the Limit. . .Wait

- First responder vs. an enforcer
- If you have a younger child, get down at their eye level and show 

interest 

- You might ask why they are upset; it’s ok to give them the benefit of the 
doubt (but remember they might not know the real reason they’re 
upset)

- Set the Limit
- Put yourself between your child and the unwanted behavior
- No need to be harsh– keep it short, sweet, and as neutral as possible

• “Hitting hurts/I can’t let you hit mommy; it hurts”
• “We don’t yell in this house when we’re upset

- WAIT: 
- Allow them to express their feelings
- Empathically listen; connect through the right brain
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Move from Time-Out’s to Time-In’s
� Listening/Empathizing is part of this

� Set a limit and remove* the child from the situation
� Stay with your child

� We want them to expel emotional feelings that have built 
up that lead to the behavior in the first place

� Child needs a life-line to get through this and YOU are 
that lifeline- not about rewarding emotional outbursts it’s 
about getting the upstairs brain back online 

� Some kids will ask for space alone – try staying first but if it 
makes it worse stay near by and check in, conveying 
you’re still there and you love them

www.moodkids.nl/
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WHAT ABOUT IF THEY WANT 
ME TO LEAVE? OR THEY’RE 
VIOLENT???

� Kids are all different. 

� It’s ok to say " we need a little bit of space to calm before 
we can connect" (which is very different intentionally from 
"go to your room!” Or “I can’t handle you”)

� Keep checking in

� HITTING/VIOLENT BEHAVIOUR: 

� Contain with a bear hug if needed (special blanket?)

� Calmly state "I am going to hold you until your feelings get 
smaller--mommy is not for hitting" 

� Encourage to take deep breaths with you and NOTICE when 
his feelings start to shift (i.e., "wow I can see that mad feeling 
is coming down") 

� C- com m unicate lim it (" M om s not for hitting”)

� A- acknowledge ("You are feeling __________”)

� C- com m unicate a lim it ("but m om s not for hitting”)

� T- target an alternative (“You can scream  as loud as you want” or 
“you can rip up this paper”)
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Use Consequences Sparingly* & Appropriately:   
Natural and Logical Consequences

163

Natural Consequences

� Natural consequences occur automatically as a result of actions. They are  
things that happen to the child as a result of his or her behavior, without parental 

involvement. 

� Sometimes children learn quickly and other times they need repetition for these 
consequences to work

� It would also depend if a child is in constant fight-flight-freeze mode OR is defended 
and is tuning out perceptions to keep preserve him or herself; a defended or 
hypervigilant child would have difficulty learning from their experiences 
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Natural Consequences

� Examples:

�A child who does not play by the game rules with other children 
will not be asked to play the next game

�Your child does not wear a winter coat; they get cold

�Clothes don’t go in the hamper, they don’t get washed
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Natural Consequences Would NOT 
Be Appropriate When:

1.When the natural consequence is dangerous or 
may be harmful to the child

(i.e., allowing a child to play in the street and she might be struck by a car)

2.The natural consequence is delayed for a long period after the behavior 
(i.e., child leaves bike in the yard and it rusts) 
**** neurons that fire together, wire together- has to fire at the same time for it to be effective!

3.The natural consequence is not isolated to the child, and causes problems for others
(i.e., Missing the bus results in a parent having to drive the child to school)

4.Your child struggles with learning from mistakes 
(i.e., defended or is in a constant state of emotion dyregulation)
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Logical Consequences

� 8-9 years+

� Logical Consequences are imposed by the parent. They are 
planned in advance by the parent, but they are NEVER reactive 
or angry responses. Logical consequences are often planned 
with input from the child, and make sense in relation to the 
behavior. They are “logical.”
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GUIDELINES

ü Paired with empathy, listening, and 
reconnecting/repairing

ü Most effective when agreed upon (in 
advance) by both parent and child

ü Better for older w/ executive 
functioning skills (“typically” 7 yrs plus)

ü Never be too strong or too weak (angry 
parents= reactive; remorseful parents= 
go back on their word)

ü Enforceable 

ü Occurs soon after the behavior 

ü Applied consistently

ü Appropriate for the child’s age

ü Not cumulative (i.e., taking away 
various things, one after the other)

ü There needs to be an attachment and 
a desire to be good!!!!
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EXAMPLES

• If you break something, you will be expected to pay for it out of your savings or 
allowance

• You have a curfew of _____. If you don't come in by that time curfew is earlier

• You don’t wear your helmet, you don’t get to ride your bike

• If you violate your limits on computer usage, you will forfeit computer time the 
next day

• No dinner, no dessert

• You wronged someone, you need to write a letter of apology 
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Collaborate with 
Your Child

� Conflict is a healthy part of relationships: 
When conflict is expressed & understood 
constructively= opportunity for 
connection and growth

� Not foregoing your role as authority figures 

� When children are somewhat involved in 
the process they feel more respected, 
they buy into what the parents are 
promoting, and they’re therefore more 
apt to cooperate and even help come 
up with solutions to the problems that 
created the need for disciplining the first 
place
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� “You got mad a while ago. You grab my glasses and through them. What was 
going on? We all get mad. There’s nothing wrong with getting frustrated. But what 
could you do the next time you’re that angry?”

� “I know you’ve been getting to play video games a lot lately, but that’s not really 
working very well.  Homework needs to be done and I also want to make sure you 
spend time on other activities as well. So we need to come up with the new plan. 
Any ideas?”

� “I’ve noticed that you’re not happy about having to practice piano before school 
in the mornings. Is there a different time when you feel better about practicing?”

� “ You’ve been getting a lot of screen time lately, but it’s not working for our family. 
Let’s come up with a new plan”

� “How are you going to make this right?”

Source: Daniel Siegal & Tina Payne Bryson
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Note on 
Consequences:

Gordon Neufeld:

Consequences- taking away things: implying that your child 
cares more about things then they do about you.

MESSAGE: 
“I don't trust that you want to be good for me or want to be 

good for me”
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Promote Emotion Regulation and 
Increased Communication:
Foster Emotional Intelligence

� Teach about the brain (i.e., brain-in-hand model)

� Teach about emotions

� Help them understand their body and their emotions

� Replaying memories (narrative)

� Mindfulness

Source: Daniel Siegal & Tina Payne Bryson
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Be Positive
� Using humor or be silly

� i.e., “What’s that? I don’t speak whine you have to tell me in another 
language”

� 1000 kisses

� It doesn’t have to be negative all the time
� i.e., “Stop whining!” vs. “I like it when you talking in your normal voice. 

Can you say that again?” or “ask me again in your powerful big boy 
voice”

� i.e., “Your relationship with your brother is more important than this toy”

� i.e., “Yelling at me is not acceptable! Go to your room until you can be 
more respectful” vs. “Wow, I can see you had a rough day at school, but 
we don’t yell in our home. How about you take a breather and we’ll talk 
about this later and come up with a better solution.”

Source: Daniel Siegal & Tina Payne Bryson
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Source: Daniel Siegal & Tina Payne Bryson

� Focus on what you do want versus what you don’t want
� i.e., “no bike ride until you try eating beans” vs. “have a few bites a green beans 

and will hop on the bikes”

� i.e., “Don’t make such a mess!” vs. “Can you keep the toys in the living room”

� Catch them being good. . . Notice
� i.e., “wow I noticed how hard you tried to be kind to your sister even though she made 

you mad”

� Using humour can be a powerful tool when a child is upset

� The brain loves novelty; the brain will give you it its full attention if you use 
something that it did not expect

� i.e., talking in a silly voice, falling down comically, or using some other form of 
slapstick humour
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HOT TOPICS FOR 
PARENTS
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Battling the Overwhelm of our Children 
• TOO MANY CHOICES AND TOO MUCH STUFF: simplify; nature, play, social interactions, movement 
o PREDICTABILITY: Make things predictable, free time, ample sleep, dinner time together 
o SCHEDULING: need to experience boredom, battle the message that every minute of our 

children’s lives need to be scheduled  
o DECREASE THE NOISE FROM THE OUTSIDE WORLD:  Hippocampus underdeveloped; media 

images; adult conversations; sensitivities 
• EQUILIBRIUM: balance between inner and outter world 

•  Outter: play dates, travel, sporting events, child care, homework 
•  Inner: sense of self develops as they get older. Fostered by creativity, play, time with 

family, and time in nature. It also acts as a buffer from the outside world 

Sibling Rivalry
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Birth Order & Why it Matters

BIRTH ORDER STRUGGLES & STRENGTHS
ONLY CHILD Lot’s of time with adults getting 1:1; strong sense of 

belonging and viewed as capable by parents so 
given responsibilities. Those parents who do everything 
for these children may struggle with the child feeling 
capable or can be poor at compromise with others

FIRST BORN Lot’s of time with adults getting 1:1; strong sense of 
belonging and viewed as capable by parents so 
given responsibilities, especially with helping out with 
siblings. Parents expectations often highest with this 
child; more pressure to perform

MIDDLE Will often polarize from oldest and take ”opposite” 
roles, finding ways to excel that are different from 1st 
born. Can struggle with feeling “invisible” 

YOUNGEST “Baby”; lot’s of attention. Parents often have lower 
expectations, more freedom to be what they want, 
but can feel less capable compared to older siblings.
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“Children are excellent observers but 
poor interpreters”

-Rudolf Dreikurs

� How does your child “read” your interactions with their siblings???
� Are all your children making meaningful contributions to your home?

� Does each child get one on one time from you?

� Do you recognize and value what makes each* child unique. . . And share that with them?

� Do you compare your kids (i.e., over –value something one sibling is good at/is interested in 
and under-value what the other excels at/is interested in)?

� Do you feel more comfortable with one child than another (this doesn’t mean you love 
them more, but is about awareness on our end as parents)?
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• Be respectful towards the other parent (they 
might be modelling) 

• Catch them getting along 

• Blame-free household  

• Reinforce gratitude for family members 

• Create rules for repairing hurts 

• Give each child some space that is their own 

• Games that engage them with one another 
(especially in competitive families) 

• Do you have a go-to kid?  

• Avoid comparison between siblings 

• Do as many things together as a family as 
possible 

• Avoid comparison between siblings 

• Avoid labeling the kids: value children for who 
they are and what they contribute to your 
family (i.e., bad one, lazy one, athletic one, 
messy one, creative one, difficult one) 
• i.e., “why are you always so ____” 

I.e., “you’re such a good eater” 
i.e., “why can’t you be ____ like your sister” 
i.e., “Just to warn you, my son can be quite  
        bossy” (said teacher as a warning) 

• Celebrate each child’s successes separately 

• Special time with each child 

• Institute zero-tolerance policy towards 
unkindness 

• Know the difference between play and hurtful 
behaviour 
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Sibling Conflict

! Don’t play referee/judge-jury: perpetuates victims and aggressor roles 
! Roles will keep coming up 
! “When we side with the baby, protect one from another, stand up for the seemingly abused one, 

we reinforce their feeling of inferiority and teach the victim how to use deficiency and weakness to 
gain special consideration; thus, encouraging the problem we were trying to eliminate” -Rudolf 
Dreikurs, M.D 

! Each child is contributing the conflict in some way 

! Majority (“squabbles”) you can probably ignore unless it violates a family value  
(i.e., violence, malicious words) 
! We want them to feel capable 
! Stay close and listen from a distance… am I needed? 
! Make sure kids know this is how you’re going to deal with things
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Sibling Conflict

! Conflict Resolution (Amy McCready)  

! “Looks like you’re having a hard time getting along. . . I think we need some time to 
calm down and we’ll figure things out together” 

! Common areas = means ok with engagement with siblings, including their stuff  
! Play fights are ok with everyone is ok with it :) Is there a safe word to say “I’m done” 
! Role play what they could do differently (takes time) 
! “I- Messages” vs. “you always, you never . . .” 

! i.e., “I feel _____, when you ______, I wish ______” 

! Everyone gets the same consequence if no resolution can be obtained 
! i.e., “either you can figure out how to share the popcorn or we’re all done the movie” 
! Minimizes competition with a “winner or loser” 
! Do you really know whose at fault?
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Apologies
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� Reaffirm a shared value system, and communicates 
the intention to repair a relationship threatened by 
one's actions.

� Mitigate hurt feelings and repair relationships in 
children.

� Studies show compared to children who did not 
receive the apology, those who received an apology 
reported feeling better, viewed the other child as 
more remorseful, and rated the other child as nicer 
(Smith, Chen & Harris, 2010)

� Cognitive Dissonance needed (holding two conflicting 
feelings at once)

� NOT AS HELPFUL:
� Vague

� Conditional Language* used
� Less effective if coerced 90% vs 22% (Smith, 2017)
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STEPS
1. Take a step back (get their lid on)– emotions need to go down

i.e., “ we need to share our things or friend’s feelings are hurt”

2. After they’re calm find out how THEY were feeling at the time of the incident; validate the 
feelings but remind them about the limit

3. Talk about how the other person felt

- Relate it to a situation where they felt like the other child 

4. If you could have a do-over, what would you do? Help them brainstorm

5. NOW apology time: 

1. Name the harm done

2. FORMULA: “I’m sorry for . . .  It’s wrong because . . . Next time I will”

3. MODEL apologies and ensure your child sees what this looks like
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CHORES
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Supplements to Add 
to Your Parenting Diet 
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BUILDING THE UPSTAIRS BRAIN
� Connect right to left

� Name emotions (helps the left brain make sense of experiences of right brain)

� Stressful Situations: get the PFC online. Ask questions, ask for alternatives, 
negotiate.

� “What would you do?” games and dilemmas. 

� Avoid rescuing them from difficult decisions.

� Move the body to re-engage the PFC

� Work with memories!  Review content and feelings. How did they handle 
things? Would they do anything different? 
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What Can We Learn from 
Danish & Traditional Societies: 

The Happiest People in the World & Hunter-Gatherers
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RESEARCH

• Darcia Narvaez, Ph.D

• Melvin Konner
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WHAT DO THEY DO DIFFERENTLY:

1. Lots of positive touch – as in no spanking – but nearly constant
carrying, cuddling, and holding: separations initiated by child

2. Prompt response to baby’s fusses and cries- includes co-
sleeping

i.e., 88 % 3 seconds, and 100% within 10 seconds 

3. Breastfeeding, ideally 2 to 5 years

4. Multiple adult caregivers 

5. Free play with multi-age playmates; little to no supervision

6. Natural childbirth, which provides mothers with the hormone 
boosts that give the energy to care for a newborn.

7. NOT child-centric: bring children INTO adults worlds

THE RESULTS
1.Better mental health
2. Increased empathy

3. Increased conscience 
development

4. Increased intelligence
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Denmark/The Daines

� Play
� Authenticity- honesty & fairytales
� Reframing the Negative
� Empathy
� No Ultimatums
� Togetherness/Hygge
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Reframing
� Danish Reframing: 

� Believe labels are self-fulfilling
� Separate the behaviour from the child

� EXAMPES:
� REFUSES TO EAT DINNER-à Had a snack and isn’t hungry
� CHILD WHO WON’T GET DRESSEDà boundary pushing stage, and can’t see 

why socks are important
� STUBBORN CHILDà Decisive, doesn’t easily give up, and shows great leadership  

skills
� AGGRESSIVE à He was struck by moments of aggression
� ADHDà Energetic and a fantastic drummer
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Authenticity
� No fairy-tale endings

� Praise:
� Humility important

� Too many compliments feel shallow and empty
� Praise when a child puts in EFFORT

� i.e., “I like the way you tried to put that puzzle together”

� i.e., “You practiced so hard; it really shows!”
� i.e., ”I know school work is hard for you, but you stayed at it and got it done; I’m proud with how 

focused you were”

� Emotional honesty- not perfectionism
� Ok to feel all your emotions. It’s ok NOT to be ok, otherwise not being real with themselves= self-

deception
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Can We Start Here. . .

� A little adult à a child** doing the best they can with the limited resources 
that they have in their little tool kits

� Attention Seeking à A need to connect

� Clinginess à Fear, and a need for love and contact

� Disobedience à A will to learn, and a need to be taught

� Defiance à The need to grow, and feelings of disconnection and loneliness
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Excerpt from Janet Lansbury . . .
Just for a moment see me…

With soft, receptive eye.
With openness, interest, and a desire to understand.
With patience.
In my frustration, aggression, rage, jealousy, failure, sadness, while you set and hold limits on my behavior.
With trust that it’s okay for me to feel whatever I feel.
With unconditional acceptance, love, and if at all possible, like.
With a perspective so clear that it cuts through the haze of your anger, annoyance, sadness, pity, guilt, fear, resentment, or 
other concerns, because if I have to worry about you, I can’t share me…

Notice the curiosity in my limit-testing, the innocence in my defiance, the fear in my aggression.
Recognize that my impulses have gotten the better of me. I’ve lost self-control and need your help, guidance,  
protection.
Accept all these unpleasant sides of me that don’t make you proud, realizing that underneath all of them is fear     
that I’m bad and will lose you.

http://www.janetlansbury.com/2016/09/the-most-powerful-way-to-love-a-child/
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Parenting asks of us, again and again:

To reach out when we want to run away
To be gentle when we want to be harsh,
To listen when we want to shut down,
To respond rather than react.
And to be compassionate with ourselves 
when we don’t rise to the occasion
-Marion Rose

Thank you so much for joining me today. 
I can be reached at tammy@instituteofchildpsychology.com
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